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Abstract. XEUS is under study by ESA as part of the Horizon 2000+ pro-
gram to utilize the International Space Station (ISS) for astronomical applications.
XEUS will be a long-term X-ray observatory with an initial mirror area of 6 m2
at 1 keV that will be grown to 30 m2 following a visit to the ISS. The 1 keV
spatial resolution is expected to be 2–5′′ HEW. XEUS will consist of separate
detector and mirror spacecraft aligned by active control to provide a focal length
of 50 m. A new detector spacecraft, complete with the next generation of instru-
ments, will also be added after visiting the ISS. The limiting sensitivity will then
be ∼4×10−18 erg cm−2 s−1, around 250 times better than XMM, allowing XEUS
to study the properties of the hot baryons and dark matter at high redshift.
1 Introduction
XEUS, the X-ray Evolving Universe Spectroscopy mission, is a potential follow-
on mission to XMM and is being studied as part of the Horizon 2000+ program
Figure 1: Comparison of the sensitivities of future missions in different wave-
bands. A horizontal line corresponds to equal power output per decade of fre-
quency. For ALMA an 8 hr integration was assumed, for FIRST a 5σ detection
in 1 hr, for NGST a 5σ detection in 10 ks, and for XEUS a 100 ks exposure
within the context of the International Space Station (ISS) utilization. The XEUS
mission aims to place a long lived X-ray observatory in space with a sensitivity
comparable to the next generation of ground and space based observatories such
as ALMA and NGST (Fig. 1). By making full use of the facilities available at the
ISS and by ensuring in the design a significant growth and evolution potential,
the overall mission lifetime of XEUS could be >25 years.
The key characteristic of XEUS is the large aperture X-ray mirror. This will
capitalize on the successful XMMmirror technology and the industrial foundations
which have been already laid in Europe for this program. The XEUS mirror
aperture of 10 m diameter will be divided into annuli with each annulus sub-
divided into sectors. The basic mirror unit therefore consists of a set of heavily
stacked thin mirror plates. This unit is known as a “mirror petal” and is a
complete, free standing, calibrated part of the overall XEUS optics with a spatial
resolution of 2–5′′ HEW and a broad energy range of 0.05–30 keV. Each mirror
petal will be individually alignable in orbit. Narrow and Wide field imagers will
provide FOVs of 1′ and 5′, and energy resolutions of 1–2 eV and 50 eV at 1 keV.
2 Mission Profile
XEUS will consist of separate detector (DSC) and mirror spacecraft (MSC) sep-
arated by 50 m and aligned by active control. The large aperture mirror cannot
be deployed in a single launch. Instead, the “zero growth” XEUS (MSC1+DSC1)
Figure 2: The XEUS mirror area before and after growth at the ISS
will be launched directly into a Fellow Traveler Orbit (FTO) to the ISS using an
Ariane V or similar. The FTO is a low Earth orbit with an altitude of ∼600 km
and an inclination similar to the ISS. The mated pair will then decouple and DSC1
will take up station 50 m from the MSC1 and after check-out the zero growth as-
trophysics observation program will commence with an aperture of 6 m2 at 1 keV.
After 4–5 years of observations, the XEUS spacecraft will re-mate and ma-
neuver to the vicinity of the ISS. At the ISS the MSC1 will separate from DSC1
and then dock with the ISS. The DSC1, with its usefulness at an end, will un-
dergo a controlled de-orbit. At the ISS the mirror area is expanded to 30 m2 at
1 keV (see Fig. 2) and MSC1 becomes MSC2. The extra mirror petals will have
already been transported to the ISS using the STS or the European Automated
Transfer Vehicle (ATV). Once the mirror growth and checkout is complete, MSC2
will leave the ISS and mate with the recently launched DSC2. Using the DSC2
propulsion system the pair will return to FTO and the fully grown XEUS will
start its observing program.
3 Science Goals
XEUS will study the evolution of the hot baryons in the Universe and in particular:
• Detect massive black holes in the earliest AGN and estimate their mass, spin
and z through studies of relativistically broadened Fe-K lines and variability.
• Study the formation of the first gravitationally bound, dark matter domi-
nated, systems ie. small groups of galaxies and trace their evolution into
Figure 3: The residuals when the 350 eV EW Fe line normalization is set to zero
for an AGN with a (rest-frame) luminosity of 1044 erg s−1 for z = 3, 5, 7, and 10
for the fully grown XEUS configuration.
today’s massive clusters.
• Study the evolution of metal synthesis down to the present epoch, using in
particular, observations of the hot intra-cluster gas.
• Characterize the mass, temperature, density of the intergalactic medium,
much of which may be in hot filamentary structures, using aborption line
spectroscopy. High z luminous quasars and X-ray afterglows of gamma-ray
bursts can be used as background sources.
3.1 Spectroscopy of Massive Black holes
Currently, X-ray astronomy can only detect AGN to a z of ∼5. XEUS will be
able to undertake detailed X-ray spectroscopy of much more distant AGN. Fig. 3
illustrates the results of a series of simulations of a “typical” AGN with a 2–
10 keV rest-frame luminosity of 1044 erg s−1 at different red-shifts. An exposure
time of 106 s was assumed for the fully grown XEUS. Values for H0 and q0 of
50 km s−1 Mpc−1 and 0.5 together with an underlying E−2.0 spectrum with a
Galactic NH of 10
21 atom cm−2 and a local (red-shifted) NH of 5×10
21 atom cm−2
were assumed. A “double-horned” relativistically distorted and Doppler broad-
ened Fe line at 6.4 keV with a rest-frame equivalent width of 350 eV was simulated.
The other line parameters were taken to be as for MCG-6-30-15. Fig. 3 shows the
residuals when the source is red-shifted to z = 3, 5, 7, and 10, demonstrating that
such a line can be clearly detected and its properties measured even at z = 10.
Figure 4: Simulated XEUS spectrum of a z = 2 galaxy group.
3.2 Spectroscopy of Distant Galaxy Groups
To illustrate the potential of XEUS to study the formation of large scale structure
Fig. 4 shows a simulation of a distant (z = 2) galaxy group. In standard cosmo-
logical models these groups are the first emerging massive objects, with masses of
∼1013M⊙. The epoch of their first formation depends critically on the adopted
cosmology, and is likely to be z ∼ 2–5. Therefore the study of groups will provide
a deep probe of the early Universe. These systems and their dark matter aloes
are the smallest units by which to study the hot thermal intergalactic gas trapped
in deep gravitational wells. Emission lines of O, Fe, Mg, and Si are clearly evi-
dent. The temperature can be determined to better than ±3% and the Fe and O
abundances to better than 10% and 20%, respectively.
3.3 Resonant Absorption Line Studies
XEUS will be the first X-ray observatory capable of detecting resonance absorp-
tion lines for a wide range of objects. This results from the unique combination
of large effective area and high spectral and spatial resolutions. The use of reso-
nance absorption lines can be applied to several problems, as it is in optical/UV
astronomy. Resonance absorption lines are generally detectable at much lower
column densities than absorption edges (which do not require high resolution
spectroscopy), and therefore can trace gas which is too tenuous to be seen by
other means.
Figure 5: Absorption line spectrum towards a 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 AGN (0.5–2
keV) observed for 100 ks with XEUS2. The line of sight is assumed to cross
a small group (L=1042erg s−1) at z = 1 with a core of radius 50 kpc. For a
10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 background source, the O viii line is still clearly detected.
Intervening hot/warm gas clouds along the line of sight towards distant back-
ground sources will produce resonance absorption lines. The main issues that
can be addressed with these studies include the use of absorber number counts
and their redshift dependence to test models of large-scale structure formation,
the determination of the temperature distribution of baryons in the Universe, the
determination of metallicities of the absorbers, and in particular the [O/Fe] ratio
to infer the relative rates of type I and II Supernovae, the determination of the
redshift evolution of parameters such as number counts, gas kTs, and metallicities,
and when the emitting gas is also seen in absorption, the use both emission and
absorption to infer distances, and therefore measure key cosmological parameters.
3.4 Studying Dust Enshrouded AGN and Starburst Galaxies
In order to test the sensitivity of XEUS to discriminate between AGN and star-
burst emission, spectra of a composite starburst galaxy plus a heavily absorbed
AGN have been simulated. The starburst emission was parameterized by a ther-
mal gas at kT = 3 keV with 0.3 solar metallicity. Above a few keV the absorbed
AGN is expected to show up with a strong (EW = 1 keV) Fe-K line due to trans-
mission through the NH=10
24 cm−2 absorbing material. Such a model is similar
to that of the nearby galaxies NGC 6240, NGC 4945, and Mkn 3. Fig. 6 demon-
strates that XEUS1 will allow a detailed study of such sources around z = 1, but
that XEUS2 is required to perform spectroscopy at z ≫ 1. Such X-ray spectra
Figure 6: Upper panels: simulated XEUS1 spectra at z = 1 (Left) and z = 4
(Right). These illustrate the limits of the XEUS prior to growth at the ISS. The
lower panels show simulated XEUS2 spectra (after mirror growth) at z = 4 (Left)
and z = 8 (Right).
are the only way to obtain direct proof of the existence of dust-enshrouded AGNs
at high redshift. If detected, they would allow the starburst versus AGN contri-
bution to be directly disentangled. If undetected, they would give strong limits
on the AGN contribution. This would have important consequences on the star
formation and ionization histories of the Universe.
3.5 Stellar Spectroscopy
The large effective area of the XEUS configuration provides unique opportunities
for stellar X-ray astronomy. The high sensitivity means that solar-like X-ray
emission can be detected out to distances of a few kpc. As a consequence large
samples of truly solar-like stars become amenable for study. For example, at the
distance of M 67, an old open cluster with an age similar to that of the Sun,
a limiting X-ray luminosity of 1026 erg s−1 can be reached, implying that solar
minimum X-ray emission levels can be detected. This is particularly relevant for
a study of activity cycles in other solar-like stars, since in the Sun the solar cycle
is most easily detectable in the X-ray domain. In addition, the XEUS sensitivity
is so large that in nearby open clusters such as Hyades and Pleiades virtually all
cluster stars will be detectable as X-ray sources, and the X-ray brightest cool stars
can even be detected in nearby galaxies such as the LMC and M 31.
Figure 7: (left) Parts of a simulated NFI1 spectrum of AR Lac with the XEUS1
configuration showing details of the Fe-L region (left). An exposure time of 100
s was used. A similar quality spectrum is expected in only 20 s with XEUS2.
(right) The spectral region near oxygen Ly-α with line identifications.
X-ray images of the Sun have revealed that hot plasma trapped in closed
magnetic loops provides almost all of the solar X-ray emission. While such X-
ray emission is usually “quiet”, sometimes restructuring of such magnetic loops
gives rise to intense outbursts of radiation in the form of flares. On other stars
flare much more intense than those on the Sun are observed. Time resolved high
resolution spectroscopy is required to understand and analyze the physics of such
giant stellar flares. The potential of XEUS to perform such studies is illustrated
by simulations of the nearby RS CVn system AR Lac (G2 iv + K0 iv). The
100 s simulations shown in Fig. 7 show parts of a rich line-dominated spectrum.
The large area of XEUS means that a sufficient number of counts are obtained
so that the temperature, density, chemical abundance and velocity distribution of
the emitting plasma can be measured on very short timescales. This will allow
the study of the evolution of these basic physical parameters during typical stellar
flares with an accuracy only previously achievable with solar flares.
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